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 Brad leys Both Community Primary school  

Dear Children, Parents and Staff,   

  

Healthy lifestyles  

Over the next few weeks at school we are all (me included!) going to try to focus our whole school on being 

healthy and fit.  We will be exploring healthy eating, participating in regular exercise and activity, have  

active breaks during school time and identify something outside of school that we can all initiate to improve 

our lifestyles.  We hope that everyone will join together in their own way in supporting this.  We have a  

number of physical active activities arranged and are hoping for further good weather to enable us to spend 

time using our outdoor facilities.     

    

Water bottles   

Please can we ask for your help and support with sending your child into school with their own water bottle to 

help them stay hydrated during the school day. This is especially important during the warm days.  There is 

good research that hydration is positive for the brain and in turn helps children focus their learning.  We 

want our children to know that “Drinking water in School is Cool”’.  Water bottles should only be brought to 

school containing water to be drunk during class times please and can be re-filled when in school.  Further 

concerns around children’s oral hygiene nationally supports that children should not be bringing squash or 

juice. An alternative to water can of course be included in the children’s packed lunches however our school 

does not permit bottles or cans of fizzy pop.  Thank you in advance for your support with this.  School will be 

expected to develop further teaching around this in the coming year as part of the children’s curriculum.   

  

Sports Athlete Visitor   

On Tuesday afternoon a local sports athlete, Chris Elliott visited school to meet and talk to our Key Stage 2 

classes about being a sports athlete.  The children asked some interesting questions and were inspired by his 

visit. It was good to learn about how sports people have to be resilient, determined and set themselves  

personal challenges and goals to work to.    

  

Drumba   

On Wednesday the children and staff took part in a physically challenging and demanding Drumba work out 

which combined drumming with exercise.  It was great to welcome the instructors to our school and each 

class worked in their bubble groups to participate in the workshop.  The Drumba website has some sample 

video footage to show you how active the sessions are. Our children were amazing, participating fully and  

enjoying this high energy activity.    

 

Summer Events  

We have waited as a school to review which end of year events are able to be held this year.  Following the 

continued Covid constraints and reports of increasing local data we have been making plans up until the end 

of term.  Of course, these plans may have to be changed in the event a class bubble has to close, data  

increases or further constraints are provided to us in school.  Any further details will be shared with you by 

classes.   

  
 

Friday 25th June 2021 
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Sports day   

Our school will be holding a sports day event for each class.  This will be held during school time and will be 

for children only this year.  Parent and family spectators will not be able to attend on this occasion due to 

the continued constraints.  We are keen that the children do not miss out on the opportunity to take part 

and compete in this year’s sports races.  We feel that this can be achieved in a safe way as two Key stage 

groups.  The class bubble groups will remain separate with bubble groups watching the other classes race in 

their key stage while sat apart on the field. The dates are as follows:  

 Bell Class 1 and Franklin Class 2 Sports Day will be held on Wednesday 30th June 2021  

 Edison Class 3, Newton Class 4 and Darwin Class 5’s Sports Day will be held on Wednesday 7th July 2021   

  

Please can we ask that the children come to school on the day of their Sports Day already wearing their 

school PE kit and bring their school sweatshirt / jumper as well.  The children will require outdoor trainers on 

this day and a named water bottle.    

  

The children will still be competing for their School Houses and a running total for both events will be kept, 

prior to announcing the winning House for 2021.   

   

Next week …  

On Tuesday 29th June we have a member of the ‘Dan the Skipping Man’ team coming to run skipping work-

shops with each of our classes.  This will be a great way to promote physical activity and should be lots of 

fun too! The children will each receive their own skipping rope to take home and practise their stamina and 

skipping tricks. PLEASE MAKE SURE THAT YOUR CHILD ONLY USES THEIR SKIPPING ROPE FOR  

SKIPPING and are using them under adult supervision . Thank you.   

  

On Thursday 1st July Class 3 and Class 4 will be taking part in a visiting Science workshop arranged through 

the Ogden Trust collaboration with local schools.  The workshops will be held in separate class bubbles in 

school and bring the world of science to life.   

  

I wish you all a happy and ‘active’ weekend! Thank you everyone for your continued support.   

  

See you on Monday for the start of another busy week.   

Kind regards  

Barry   

 

Children's Photography Competition  

The Friends of Bradley School were delighted to receive more than 100 fantastic entries for the photo  

competition! Thank you to everyone who has entered a photo! Thank you also to Ross School Photography for 

kindly agreeing to pick the winning entries for each class. Winners will be announced next week! 

 

Bell Class 

This week has flown by in our class!  On Monday, we enjoyed learning about how to stay safe at the beach in 

our Geography lesson.  We watched 'Barnaby Bear visits the Seaside' and discussed the role of a lifeguard 

and the coast guard in helping to keep us safe near water.  We looked at the different types of flags which 

can be found on the beach, and we decided that it is safe to play near the red and yellow flags.  It is also 

very important that we wear sun cream.  In P.E this week, we have been practising different races to prepare 

ourselves for our class sports day next week.  On Wednesday, we tried out another pop-up mechanism and 

decided to create an insect which loves plants on a card.  The bumble bee and ladybird cards looked really 

effective!  
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In our PSHCE lessons this half term across the whole school, we will be thinking about healthy life-

styles.  We have discussed ways in which we can look after our bodies, including our teeth, and our 

minds.  We are encouraging drinking lots of water and eating healthy snacks.  It has been lots of fun com-

pleting the daily mile this week, and taking part in the Drumba session on Wednesday!  Next week, we have a 

skipping company visiting us...which we are very excited about.  In maths this week, we have revisited money 

and challenged ourselves to use larger value coins to pay for items.  Please have a look on IXL and complete 

the relevant sections.  In our English, we have planted beans and have begun individual bean diaries.  We will 

update these on a weekly basis. 

Have a great weekend, everyone.  See you on Monday. 

Pupil of the week: Arthur for his enthusiasm to write.  This is lovely to see! 

Resilience Award: Stanley for his perseverance when faced with challenging maths work.  Good boy - 

great problem solving with money! 

 

Franklin Class 

We've had a busy week as always in Franklin class. We have written our stories about Katie Morag this week 

in English. We have tried to make sure our sentence punctuation is correct and that we have used a range of 

vocabulary to make our stories exciting. In Maths we have continued to focus on fractions, in particular 

three quarters and two thirds. This morning we had a problem to solve; Year 2 children had to decide how 

they wanted to share chocolate and Year 1 children had to decide how to share a picnic between two teddies. 

We discussed the problems confidently and worked out many different ways to solve it. Keep exploring the 

fraction section on ixl to develop your knowledge and understanding. In Science this week we have identified 

different sources of food. We discussed where our food comes from and how it has been on a journey  

before it reaches the supermarket. We enjoyed making monsters from recycled materials on Wednesday, 

learning about Michelle Reader who makes sculptures using recycled materials. Yesterday afternoon we 

thought about activities we might do when we visit the seaside. We then listened to a child from over 100 

years ago who had been to the seaside, and we compared the activities. We were surprised to learn that 

some activities that were done then are still done now, like eating fish and chips! 
Pupil of the week: Lyndon for his great confidence in mathematics 

Resilience Award: Isla for not giving up when trying to find a quarter and three quarters of a number.  

 

Edison Class 

There have been some exciting events this week in school: Drumba and a visiting athlete – Chris Elliot (ex 

goal keeper for Bradford City). The children have really enjoyed both of these experiences (so have the 

adults!) and doing something a bit different. Drumba was a super workout and a lot of fun – it was so great to 

see everyone in class really going for it! Spending time with Chris Elliot was motivating for the children; he 

was able to share his own experiences of aiming for his goal and setbacks in achieving it. Inspiring. Alongside 

this, we have of course had our usual lessons. Our math focus continues to be geometry: symmetry (vertical 

and horizontal lines of symmetry); parallel lines; perpendicular lines; and recognising, describing and drawing 

2D shapes. In English we have written our first draft of an information leaflet about the history of the Lake 

District, and we have begun to use desktop publishing (our ICT focus) to produce these – this may take a few 

sessions! I have been impressed by how quickly the children have been able to use a range of new skills – I 

think their finished leaflets will look very professional! In geography we have finished producing some  

fantastic-looking sketch maps. In PE we have used all of the rounders skills practiced this past 3 weeks to 

play some matches – there was some pretty fierce competition! Finally, we have continued to investigate the 

effects of fertiliser on the growth of our pea plants… Some of our plants now have little pods on – very  

exciting! 

Quite a few of the class have now played 10 games in the ‘studio’ on ttrockstars, which enables them to  

acquire a ‘rock status’. Please keep encouraging regular use of this, and of course using IXL to recap learning 

from the week, highlighted above. Spellings and reading books have been sent home as usual. 

Pupil of the Week: Eadie for working with maximum effort in every area of her learning and continuous 

enthusiasm! 

Resilience Award: Lottie for a continued huge effort in maths and reaching her targets as a result! 
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Newton Class 

It’s been a fun and interesting week in Class 4, we really enjoyed the Drumba session which was lively and  

extremely energetic. It also required good co-ordination. The visit from Chris Elliot, footballer, gave us a lot 

to think about. He gave us the motivation to work hard, keep trying if we don’t always succeed and “start small 

but dream big”. 

In English this week we have continued to investigate the power to persuade, we looked at adverts and how 

they persuade us to buy or choose a product. We looked at slogans and catch phrases and were amazed at how 

many products we could identify just by the slogan. Many children could also sing the jingle too. After  

analysing clips of adverts, we are now creating our own, choosing persuasive and descriptive vocabulary to  

advertise lunch boxes and their contents, which we designed. 

In maths, we have been learning about the properties of 2D shapes. We also improved our multiplication skills, 

some of used long multiplication with decimals. Following this we divided by larger numbers and gave the  

remainder as a fraction and decimal. We are now moving on to calculating with fractions including mixed num-

bers. 

Our History lesson moved on to learning about The Domesday Book and how Skipton is included in it-referred 

to as Sceap Tun. We also discussed the building of Skipton Castle and how it would have affected the area. 

We tried to imagine how the local people would have felt and the jobs it would have created. 

Pupil of the week: Florence for being enthusiastic and engaged in her learning 

Resilience Award: Tom for improved organisation in class 

 

Darwin Class 

This week we have been preparing for our end of term assessments by revising calculations involving fractions, 

decimals and percentages as well as problem solving. We have looked at a past SATs reading and  

comprehension paper, discussing possible answers, and then today, reminding ourselves about grammar,  

punctuation and spelling. We will complete the tests next Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday mornings with 

more relaxing  

activities in the afternoons! 

On Tuesday we continued with our claywork-there are some very impressive pots just waiting for the finishing 

touches before they are taken home-and spent some time with Chris Elliott (an ex-professional goalkeeper) 

where we were inspired to keep focused and encourage self-belief. 

Drumba on Wednesday was great fun and very energetic. Everyone returned to the classroom afterwards 

looking like they had had a good workout...great exercise. 

Thank you to all of you who are using the IXL and Rockstars...keep up the good work and look at any areas you 

think you may need to practise. 

Have a great weekend. 

Pupil of the Week: Herbie for showing a good attitude towards his learning 

Resilience Award: Stan for always being focused on the task and never distracted 

 

 

 


